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We have attendel meetings in which the disposition of slu@s an_ the __

slugs in the iii grade is now high eno_ for serious co_sld_ratlon of se_ O
In_ all others to eventual reclaim. O_erations has a bac_o_ oz _iA en_..A_. Z
slugs for d_sposal. _he probable fate of the former is no_ cAeerAy _erxne_, _ J
but the latter ma_ be put in the outskirts of pile B.

The recent discovery of xenon poisonin_ makes us wish to keep within reach
as m_ch k as possible. Shoul_ the pile power be so low that slv_ temperature
end heat _ransfer were of no consequence, the process for unbonde_ slu_s

mi@ht well permit Increasin_ k and thus inoreasin_ the limit of power while
still leav_ the _n_onde_ assembl_ well within its limits of safe perfcrmanoe.
The zino _rooess, on the other ha_i, thoush it _robably uses up 0.i to 0.2_
of k because of the higher absorptive qualities of _c in c_m_srison with
AI-Si, l_ovi_es another ki_ of Insura_oe, as an alternative that ms7 be tisht

co_itio_s such that the _rese_t slugs leak s_ fail. Our point of view
was therefore that no new information ha_ been _covere_ that would affect

a_versel7 the _ecisio_ to install equipment for both alternative oa_
1]rooesses •

The new HF reclaim process causes so small (0.03_) a loss in k that it appears
to us to be reasonable to plan to use slugs reolaime_ by this process in the
center of D eni to use in the outer portions the stock of slugs ma_e until
the _F process is installei.

Attention this week has centere_ on Increasin_ our understan_in_ of xenon

poisoning, on ways of incre_sin_ k, increasin_ control, ani improving the
accuracy of power measurement from the pile. Re last point, which previousl_
was of little moment, beoame of _reater in_ortence as we sought to interpret
the d_ta on xenon poisoning, though here the important datum is the ratio of

power output under different conditions. At first glance it appears that this
ratio should be available from various ion chamber re_llngs, but in practice
these proved to be variously affecte_ by the continuously shiftin_ positions
of the rods. We then urgeE the use of temperature rises determined by a proper
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integration of the acenuer temperatures taken over a number of diameters.
_here ere still uncertainties in these results, perhaps because of stray
e.m.f's, en_ so it became necessary to fall back on a precise dITeot measure-
ment of the temperature rise through the unit. This may well not be the final
method, huwever, since e measurement of water activity at a point awe_vfrom
the pile, and so unaffecte& by shadowir_ s m_y be a better routine method.

Fermi has discusse& with us his most recent estimate of the lon_ term chen_es
in k due to boron destruction, formation of samariums an& increase in product.
The properties of the product ere now better known then at the time of Wheeler's
estimate. _he effect in a lO00-tube pile at i00 megawatte m_y be a loss in k
of about 0.4% in k in 150-200 dej_ followed by a slow rise to the initial
value in 500 days. The uncertainties ere large: Fermi states that the loss
may be 0.0 or 0.8. This points up the desirability of determlnin6 the rate of
loss at as early a date as is consistent with a reasonable oer_/nty in inter-
preting the results_li.e., early in the operation of the 1500-tube pile. be
unknown effect of CA_ is not inclu&e&, be original objective o_ Cllnton's
problem assignment 10_X2_P on the absorption cross section of CA4 is therefore
quite urgent. We have aske& Clinton when we shall have the figure.

John A. Wheeler
. , , _- _-

Replacement of _.5 mils thickness of Al-81 bond by an equal thickness of Zn
is estimat_l to lower k by i/_ per cent.

Calculations on the control power of the 9 rod shim an_ resulatic_ rod system
give the fo_lowin_ tentative results:

_r_'bes:'-'''':;-T. in_.,- '.... --=_Av-alle,_e ; : _ _-Hel& _ -_ - Maid,in'...........

......k of ......
4,

200_ i.i_ 0.77 - 0.37
"_._o 0.8_ 0.87 + 0.03
13oo o.6_ o.9_ + o.z9
lOOO o.z3 ",.o6 + 0.83
i ill, --j -- fill I i ,iii - 1l, i =i = -- -- " " : _ -- i -- : _ -

Dale Y. Babcock

Durin_ the unsched_ule_shutdown of IO_-B unit on October 9 the poison in the
pile (as measure_ by change of activity during stertup) increased by 12 lh_
whereas the predicted value was but 3 :lb.

Data will be taken durin_ the next schedule_ shutdown (October 12) whicL will
determine whether this effect was real or _ust an instrument error.

No new measurements were mad_ on the energy release& on heatin_ graphite
that was previously expose_ in the pile. This work will be resume& when more
samples are available (now expected on 0oto_er 12).



T. B. l_ew
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A thermo_ouple system was _evise_ for _reoisely measurlng the temperature
rise of the water passlng th_ the pile and the s_eclfioations were
transmitte_ to the Technical Dep_rtment. Such precise data are especiall_
needed in etud_ing the currentl_ fisoovere& xenon _ois_nir_ en_ in estimatin_
the effect thereof on the behavior of the i_ loai_l pile.

Erperimauts were observed on a model of the high velocity thermohm which we
had reoonnnen_ed for installation on the 200 Area metearologioal mast to
measure air temperatures. Performance was satisfac_ at the _esigned flow
of 10-12 CFM (which corresponds to an air velocity past the thermohm of
16-19 ft./see.) when infra-red lamps were throw_ radiation upo_ the shielding
system with an intensity four times that of summer sunli@ht at high noon.
The shield consists of a pair of concentric aluminum tubes.

W. K. WOODS
_ i IL II | i J

Developments at IO0-B have been followed an_ dail_ oral reparts submitted.
Particular attention has been pal& to measurements of pile output from measure-
ments of water temperatures an_ flow rates.

During a recent shutdown, flow rates in two selected tubes were oeli_rate_
in terms of the observed pressure drop across the criflce. These tubes
normal panellit readi_ durir_ pile operation. The calibration indicated
that the flow rate in the tubes was 20._ g.p.m, at a time when the average
flow rate for the tubes on the chille_ water headers was 19._ g.P.m., as
obtained by taking the gross flow rate an_ dividing by the number of tubes.
This _Iscrepanoy has not been explaine_. The gross flow rate was oheoke_
satisfaotorily with meter readi_ in 190 Bld_. Ad_ticnal tubes are to be
calibrated _his week..T_'bes in the flow laboratory were found to be non-
representative because of the yresence of constrictions at the points where
the pigtails were fastened to the headers; these constrictions have been
removed, laga'ovi_ the a_parent orifice coefficients, but ooefficlents for
the flow laboratory tubes still are significantly lower than those for the •
two tubes in the pile.

J

It was _monstrate_ that rea_ taken from the temperature scanner, using
the _cok _oard, were affected by the heat of a hand on a Jack. Attempts have
been ma_e to improve the accuracy of the exit water temperature in&ioate_ by
•the tube scanner, but there is indication that observe_ temperatures ma_
still be uncertain by as much as 2_e Attempts have _een made to integrate

scanner rea_ to _iel_ a value for the average exit temperature from the
active tubes in the pile. _rin_ the coming week thermocouples will be
used to get a temperature differential from the valve pit to the process
water sewer; this measurement (coupled with observation of total water rate
through the unit) ahoul_ be the most reliable a_solute measure of power
generation yet attempted.

Water has been collected from the dryers in 119 BI_. at a rate of about
2 gal./hr. Despite the large area of aluminum tubln_ involved, this rate
of leakage is too _reat to be accounted for by inter-molecular _Iffusion
through the tubes. It is not known whether this water comes from small
leaks in a few of the aluminum tubes, or from normal dryin_ of the _raphite



andMasonitein thes_ture. _e ratewasdecreesin_slowl_up to the III
time measurements were suspende_ because of the high activity of the gas. ,

C. W. J. Wenle
iii L , II - - "

_ inquiry into the reasons far the low ourrents registered by the ion
oham_ers in the pedestal of the 10_-B unit revealed that the stainless steel
risers were plu_ged top and _ottom with 3/_" stainless steel plates. These
plates reduce the number of neutrons reaohin8 the chambers _y a factor of
i0 to 20. The risers in the D and F units are capped by I/8" plates. On
the basis of_present data_ the chambers u_ these units should register
at least i0"f amperes (i00 om galvanometer deflection) whe_ the _iles ere
loa_ed to 2000 tubes and operated at 2_0 MM. The chsmbers under 105-F ms4V
50 made more sensitive by _oreasiz_ the thickness of the leM plugs in
the _hex_ shiel_l. Far example, if the plu_ thickness is d_crease_ to _",
the chamber current will _e increase_ fivefol_ with relatively _ittle
increase in _amma background. The sensitivity of the D and Y irmtallatio_s
is 10z'obably a_equate for mo_itcrin_ the _ile durin_ operation at high power.
For startup, however, an auxiliary chamber in one of the test holes will
continue to _e 8esiraSle.

P. Y. C_t

Absent an account of illness.
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